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                                             INTRODUCTION 

 

    A repeated periodic effect, has a frequency of repeating motion in time and a period of 
effects. Because of every periodic effect is pictured in trigonometry functions (i.e. of cosine), 
it has a cyclic and unique frequency which is the ω, and which it is pictured in circles of 
periodic effect in the unit of time. Well, so, the frequency f= ω/2π has not any mean since a 
period belong to the cyclic effecti  .Then, the velocity of oscillation will be v=ωλ and λ is the 
length of wave oscillation and ω= 1/T, k=1/ λ. 

 

                      THE REPERCUSSION IN ATOMIC PHYSICS 

 

     The quantum radiation for dark body found by Max Plank, has the named constant h, but 
now, the frequency of radiation is the ω. Then, the constant  it has not any mean. In 
according its introduction in the Bohr’s theory for income quantum orbits of electron, it is not 
based. Only the constant h is the unit of spin and this spin have the particles invented, they are 
the photons.  

     It experimentally found that they have the constant velocity c.  The photons are emitted 
from matter and in according they are parts of matter. So, the photons are into the element 
particles, the proton and the electron, and they are revolving in electric rings-circles with 
velocity c.  

     But, it has to there is balance on element particles. Because of this, we considerate that two 
particles (which consist the photon) with charge -0.5q are revolving with velocity c, round of 
a central particle, it has charge 2q and it is motionless in the center.  

     The planet revolving charged particles form a magnetic field of the cyclic loop and a 
magnetic moment μ, but the charge of the element particle (proton or electron), is determined 
of the central particle (2q). 

     The two revolving particles will have total spin h/2 (that has the element particle), it is 
given of the dematerializing of an electron and proton and they maybe produce a photon of 
total spin h.  

     The mass of the element particle is formed of the cyclic revolution of two particles, and 
then the element particle has velocity v, when the two particles are opening into spiral motion 
and so, it is produced the increase of the mass (m=mo/(1-v2/c2)1/2. 



 

                     RADIUS AND MAGNETIC MOMENT OF ELEMENT PARTICLE 

     

     The radius of element particle will be, 

 

                                                r=h/2mc 

 

and it is rp=6.6x10-16met for the proton and re=1.2x10-12met for the electron.  

     The magnetic moment will be,  

 

                                 μ=iA=((e/2T)2πr)r=ecr/2 

 

     So, it will be, μp=1.58x10-26Amp-met2 for the proton and  μe=2.9x10-23Amp-met2 for the 
electron. 

 

                               THE LARMOR FREQUENCY 

 

     When the element particle found into magnetic field, then it does Larmor frequency 
mutation of the vector of spin or of the magnetic moment, as,  

 

                                          ω=eB/2m    ( Larmor frequency) 

 

     It is ωp=47.9 MHz for the proton, and ωe=87.9 GHz for the electron, in hydrogen atom, 
when the magnetic field B=1Tesla . 

    SERWAY reports in the MODERN PHYSICS , the alternated magnetic field which is 
formed by the rotated coil round the material has frequency ω, and the material should be the 
water. It was measured the magnetic moment of the proton and it was ω=42.577 MHz , then 
the material was into constant magnetic field of 1T.  It measured magnetic moment 
μp=1.41x10-26Amp-met2. 

     With the alters which are bringing in this spirit work, the frequency of proton we 
calculated to the experimental price, is 47.9/42.577=1.25, that is, 12.5 % larger than the 
calculated experimental price. This shift is owed on the non exactly measurement of constant 



magnetic field, or the value of sine price of the μxB = μΒsinθ, or other  non precision values 
of the constants  .  But we came out important conclusions, the spin of photon is h and of the 
electron and proton is h/2 and there is only one frequency, the ω. 

     But if they are the things, it is fallen the structure of atom coming from the theories of 
Bohr and Schroedinger.  

     Well, we have to research for the true structure of atom and the theory covers this 
structure. 

 

                       ATTRACTION OF CHARGED PARTICLES 

                      PARALLEL OR ANTIPARALLEL MOVED 

 

     In ELECTROMAGNETISM of Hans Ohanian, we will come out that two charged particle 
parallel  or anti-parallel moved and two with velocity c, will have magnetic force of attraction 
or push ,as, 

 

                                              Fm=  (μο/4π)e2c2/r2 

 

     This is the magnetic force exercises the one charge to the other equal charge and the two 
particles are moved with velocity c.  

     We consider that the electrical rings of a proton and a electron are parallel sited. Then, the 
two particles are electrically attracted and magnetically pushed, as, 

                                                      Fe=-Fm       

     That is, the two electrical parallel loops, the two parallel rings, balance on many radius. 

 

                   THE ATTRACTION OR THE REPULSION OF A SPRING 

 

     The two particles, in the atom of hydrogen, interchange radiation of electric and magnetic 
fields and they like to are connected each to other, with a spring. The two particles will have 
dynamic energy Ed=ke2/r and magnetic energy Em=(μο/4π)e2c2r, where the electric energy is 
neutralized of the magnetic energy and it remain the energy of spring oscillation, it has 
constant K. 

     The constant K is depended of the temperature and the thermo-capacity of the atom. It is in 
force the relation, KT=Y=constant, that is the constant of the spring is minor with the increase 
of temperature T. For the mono-atomic elements, every atom has special thermo-capacity 



cN=c/NA, where c the special thermo-capacity of element material and NA the number of 
Avogadro. Then, the heat of the atom is QN=cNmT.   But the constant of the spring is 
changing, when the temperature changes, because of the change of the quantity of heat the 
atom contains. 

 

                                   ENERGY IN THE ATOM 

 

     Every photon has an oscillation frequency. And the microwaves and the infra red 
radiations have frequencies and these are responsible for the heat of the bodies. 

     As we saw the atom has heat QN=cNmT  and the consequence is that it distributes  between 
proton and electron in the atom of hydrogen . Because of the special thermo-capacity is 
inverse relating with the mass of element, so, the electron will have minor quantity of heat of 
the proton (the special thermo-capacity of electron is, ce=Qe/meT, so much as the proton one. 

     With these agreements, the electron and the proton will have the same thermal frequency 
in hydrogen atom and this theory explains why there is differed special thermo-capacity of 
volume and of the pressure for gasses (the radius of the particles under constant pressure do 
not change and the consequence is the constant of spring… is constant. But if the volume 
changes, the distances are changed and the constant of the spring which connects the particles 
of atom, it changes and the thermo-capacity changes again. 

     But, as we saw, the constant of Plank h react the energy and this will be, 

                                (1/l)QN=(1/l)hω=(1/l)cNmT=Kx2 

     The 1/l is the percedage of energy that the proton or the electron has it. And because of the 
same constant of spring K, the removal x from the oscillation center of the particles, is not the 
same removal for the electron and the proton. If A is the width of harmonic oscillation of the 
particle, will be in force the relation, 

 

                                         KA2=(1/l)hω=mω2Α2 

 

     So, the width of oscillation will be A= {(1/l)  h/mω}1/2. This relation the preposition is that 
the constant (1/l)h, should be very minor of the Plank’s one , and it is differed for the electron 
and proton, which are moved round the center of  their mass .  

 

                                  THE BONDS BETWEEN ATOMS 

 

    The atoms will connect with ion bonds, some other time stronger ones, some other time 
patients.  



     All the elements and their junction, are found in relation to the temperature, in solid phase 
or in liquid or gas phase.The passage of the element or element junction from one phase to the 
other phase, is going on of the change of the spring constant, that it is between particles of 
atom, or between atoms. This means that every element or junction, has differed constants of 
springs. 

     If you considerate that the number of Avogadro, 6.022x1023 atoms of mono-atomic 
element is contained in a liter (0.0224x10-6met3) are distributed on cubic cells then the acme 
of the cubic cell is 330 nm, something which is showing that the electrics and the magnetic 
properties of atom, become “seen” of the neighbouring particles, and in gas phase, the 
elements form sick ion junctions, because the constants of the springs K are small, in relation 
to the solid phase. This consideration reduces the kinetic theory of gasses, which maybe 
found application in the situation of matter is plasma and maybe not again to this. 

     Far from the continuing increase of the heat of the atom, there is the discontinuing and 
usually visible, or infra red, or ultraviolet radiation, which cause increase of the radius 
because of the absorption of photon, discontinuing absorption (or in it emit this one). This is 
in force in our consideration, that the thermal oscillation of the particles, is under the constant 
most minor than the Plank, because to be continuing the increase of temperature and the 
change of the “constant” of the spring.                   

       

 

 

 

 

                                                             
i The frequency f=ω/2π is invented as following: y=Acosω(t+(2π/ω)+δ)=Αcos(ωt+2π+δ). And then, 
ω=2πf. 
But, in trigonometry functions, the phases are angles and when we say 2π, we mean 2πrad (the radius 
is the angle of 57o). Then, the period is T=2πrad/ω= 1c/ω=1/ω (c=circle), it is the period of a cyclic 
frequency ω and not of f=ω/2π. So, it disappear the frequency f, it has many great repercussions in 
atomic physics. In this case, it is in force, y=Acosω(t+T+δ).   


